Continuing Fitness to Practise

Towards an evidence-based approach to revalidation
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I am delighted to welcome this monograph as the second in a series of research reports on the regulation of the health professions registered with the HPC. This is a new departure, and reflects the HPC’s commitment to building the evidence base of regulation. We are planning further publications over the coming years, each of which will explore different aspects of the regulatory landscape.

We hope that over time these pieces of work will contribute not only to our own understanding of regulation in the health and social care sector, but also to a wider audience of stakeholders with an interest in this area.

This monograph is based on a report to the Council about the work of the HPC’s Continuing Fitness to Practise Professional Liaison Group. This Group, in consultation with the professional bodies, educators, consumer representatives, academics and other stakeholders, researched the context for government proposals to introduce revalidation for the so called ‘non–medical’ professions. These proposals were outlined in the White Paper ‘Trust, Assurance and Safety – The Regulation of Health Professionals in the 21st Century’, published in 2007. The report makes some important observations of current systems for revalidation, discusses the cost implications and outlines the HPC’s own programme of work in this area. It gives a clear message that further research is required in order to formulate a constructive, cost effective, comprehensive plan for revalidation.

Anna van der Gaag
Chair
The HPC regards revalidation as one part of the process of assuring continuing fitness to practise. Continuing fitness to practise encompasses all those steps taken by regulators, employers, health professionals and others which support the maintenance of fitness to practise beyond the point of initial registration.

The current evidence suggests that the risk posed by the professions regulated by the HPC overall is low. However, this is an area which merits further exploration. For example, our findings suggest that professional conduct is a higher ‘risk’ area than competence. Research on the potential link between fitness to practise outcomes and performance and conduct during pre-registration education and training is needed before implementation of any further periodic checks on registrants.

Public trust in the health professionals regulated by the HPC is high. However, further work on ways to increase public involvement in regulation is merited. Service user feedback might be one way of achieving external input into the HPC’s existing processes.

The potential costs of additional regulatory processes are likely to be significant and as such must be clearly justified, balancing the costs against demonstrable benefits.

In the light of these findings, existing regulatory processes are currently appropriate and sufficient when considered in the context of the wider environment in which they operate and the risk of harm posed by the professions regulated by the HPC.

**A note on the text**

This report was written by Michael Guthrie for the Health Professions Council in October 2008. The referencing style broadly follows that of the Modern Humanities Research Association.
This is a report to the HPC Council (‘the Council’) of the Continuing Fitness to Practise Professional Liaison Group (PLG). The PLG consisted of members with a broad range of backgrounds and expertise, including lay and registrant members of the HPC Council and representatives from professional bodies, unions, regulatory bodies, the Scottish Government and employer organisations. Please see Appendix 1 for a full list of group members.

The group met five times between November 2007 and September 2008. At its first meeting, the group benefited from the input of representatives from professional bodies.

The group was tasked with:

– defining continuing fitness to practise;
– identifying good practice in this area;
– reviewing the evidence base / literature on continuing fitness to practise in a number of key areas;
– exploring the issues raised by the White Paper; and
– making recommendations to the Council for next steps.

This report incorporates the group’s discussion, research undertaken before and after PLG meetings and draws conclusions and recommendations for next steps.

The group’s work was complementary to that of the Department of Health Non-Medical Revalidation working group, established to take forward the proposals outlined in the White Paper for the revalidation of non-medical healthcare professionals.
The background to this work is the recommendations contained within the White Paper – Trust, Assurance and Safety – The Regulation of Health Professionals in the 21st Century, published in February 2007.

The recommendations in the White Paper are detailed below.

‘Revalidation is necessary for all health professionals, but its intensity and frequency needs to be proportionate to the risks inherent in the work in which each practitioner is involved.’ (paragraph 2.29)

‘...the regulatory body for each non-medical profession should be in charge of approving standards which registrants will need to meet to maintain their registration on a regular basis.’ (paragraph 2.30)

There will be three groups for revalidation:

– Employees of an approved body – employers make recommendations to the professional regulators.

– Self-employed contractors and others performing commissioned activities – commissioning organisations or regulators make recommendations.

– Others – regulator develops direct revalidation requirements. (paragraph 2.32)

‘Information gathered under the Knowledge and Skills Framework should be used as far as possible as the basis of revalidation, with any additional requirements justified by risk analysis.’ (paragraph 2.34)

‘The Government will discuss with the Devolved Administrations and with public private and voluntary sector employers the development of an affordable and manageable timetable for the effective implementation of revalidation.’ (paragraph 2.38)

3 Definitions, purpose and process

A number of important preliminary issues were identified at an early stage of the PLG’s work. These included the need for clarity around the definition of revalidation and its purpose. There are also considerable challenges in finding a meaningful process for a revalidation system which could be applicable to the thirteen professions regulated by the HPC. Some of the issues identified are briefly described below.

3.1 Definitions

The following definitions have been put forward for revalidation:

“The regular demonstration by registered doctors that they remain fit to practise in their chosen field(s).”

Ensuring standards, securing the future – consultation document (General Medical Council, 2000)

“Revalidation is the process by which a regulated professional periodically has to demonstrate that he or she remains fit to practise.”

The regulation of the non-medical healthcare professionals (Department of Health, 2006)

“Revalidation is a mechanism that allows health professionals to demonstrate that they are up-to-date and fit to practise.”


There is a continued lack of clarity around the term ‘revalidation’. Although there are common features in the definitions put forward about revalidation above, there are also notable differences. In particular, the White Paper seems to place Continuing Professional Development (CPD) within revalidation with reference to practitioners remaining ‘up to date’. In contrast CPD has often been viewed as a separate process from revalidation, but one which might generate some of the evidence upon which a revalidation decision is made.

Continuing fitness to practise is broadly defined as encompassing all those steps taken by regulators, employers, health professionals and others which support the maintenance of fitness to practise beyond the point of initial registration. This includes, but is not limited to, measures for ‘revalidation’.

3.2 Purpose

The purpose of revalidation is often unclear. Is revalidation aimed at identifying poorly performing registrants who are not being identified as part of the fitness to practise process? Or is it aimed at improving the standard of practice for all practitioners?

There is a potential dichotomy in the aims of revalidation between ‘quality improvement’ and ‘quality control’ mechanisms. Quality control is aimed at ensuring compliance through threshold standards; the focus is on the minority of practitioners who fail to meet the necessary standards.

Quality improvement is aimed at improving the quality of the service delivered by practitioners at every level.

Such approaches are not necessarily mutually exclusive and both might be achieved simultaneously. The HPC’s existing processes achieve quality control whilst also acting as a driver for quality improvement. Figure 1 overleaf illustrates the comparison between quality control (ensuring safe, threshold practice) and quality improvement (practitioners at each level have increased competence).

This conclusion supports the perspective expressed in the Foster review of non-medical regulation:
‘For regulation to motivate and engage with the majority who always aim to practise safely, it must aim for improvement, not mere compliance.’

**Figure 1 – Quality control and quality improvement**

3.3 Process

A number of process related issues have also been identified, many of which are about the practicalities of additional periodic assessment.

These include:

- **Standards and assessment**

  Against which standards should any revalidation assessment take place?

  Is it possible to assess all aspects of fitness to practise (i.e. competence, character, health)?

  How frequently should any assessment be carried out?

- **Context**

  Should or can registrants who do not work in a clinical or patient/client facing environment be revalidated?

- **Risk**

  Is it possible to identify those groups of registrants who pose the greatest ‘risk’ of future harm to the public?

---

4 Existing mechanisms for assuring continuing fitness to practise

A number of different mechanisms used in assuring or promoting continuing fitness to practise in the UK and worldwide have been considered. This consideration focused on how effective these mechanisms were, how they worked and why they worked. The mechanisms were also judged against the recommendations of the White Paper to ask whether they could form a sufficient basis for revalidation.

The assessment of the effectiveness of mechanisms which exist within and outside the professional regulatory environment is important in order to help assess whether an additional layer of regulation is necessary at the professional regulatory level.

The existing mechanisms examined and discussed in this section are divided into:
- HPC mechanisms (paragraphs 4 to 28);
- National and local mechanisms (paragraphs 29 to 62);
- International mechanisms (paragraphs 63 to 75); and
- UK revalidation (paragraphs 76 to 82).

4.1 HPC mechanisms

The HPC sets standards, approves education and training programmes that meet those standards, holds a register of individuals who pass those programmes and holds its registrants to its standards. Four processes are described below which have a role in continuing registration and continuing fitness to practise.

4.1.1 Pre-registration mechanisms

Although in this report the focus is on continuing fitness to practise (i.e. fitness to practise beyond the point of initial registration), the role that regulators play at the pre-registration stage is also important in helping to assure and enable continuing fitness to practise once an individual is registered.

Such ‘pre-registration mechanisms’ include:
- Approval and monitoring of pre-registration education and training programmes against standards of education and training and standards of proficiency. This ensures that only those who have met the threshold standards for safe and effective practice are eligible for entry to the Register.
- Health and character checks on admission to pre-registration education and training programmes and on admission to the Register.

4.1.2 Self-certification

Applicants for admission and readmission to the Register make a declaration that they have read and will comply with the standards of proficiency, conduct, performance and ethics and that they have read and will comply with the standards for CPD. Applicants are also required to declare any convictions, cautions or determinations of other regulators responsible for licensing a health or social care profession as part of the application process.

Every two years when they renew their registration, registrants are required to sign a declaration to confirm that they continue to meet the standards of proficiency which apply to their practice; that there have been no changes to their health or relating to their good character which they not advised the HPC about and which would affect the safe and effective practice of their profession; and that they continue to meet the standards for CPD.

The self-certification process is supported by the health and character process. If a registrant declares an issue relevant to their good character on application or renewal (e.g. a caution or conviction), a health reference raises possible concern, or a registrant makes a self-referral during their registration cycle, this will be considered by a registration panel. The panel determines whether the applicant should
be admitted to the Register or permitted to renew their registration. Or, in the case of a self-referral, the panel decides whether the matter should be referred into the fitness to practise process.

Between June 2005 and December 2007, 560 declarations on admission or renewal to the Register were considered by the HPC and concluded. In this same period, 239 self referrals were concluded. In 97 per cent of declaration cases, admission or renewal to the Register was allowed; in 75 per cent of self-referral cases the matters were considered not to impact upon the registrant’s fitness to practise.³

Self-certification and self-referral of important information demonstrates the registrant’s commitment to maintain their fitness to practise. It also demonstrates behaviours commensurate with professionalism.

It is acknowledged that as this is self-certification, there is a lack of external verification as to the declaration made by the registrant or applicant, unless a subsequent matter is brought to the Council’s attention (or the registrant is audited to demonstrate compliance with the CPD standards).

4.1.3 CPD standards and audit

The Council sets standards for CPD that are outcomes based. Registrants are required to undertake CPD, record their CPD, ensure that their CPD contributes to the quality of their practice and service delivery, and ensure that it will benefit service users.

CPD audits check registrant compliance with the CPD standards. Random audits to check compliance with the CPD standards began in May 2008 and are linked with renewal.

The sample size for the first two professions, chiropodists and podiatrists and operating department practitioners, is 5 per cent.

The CPD standards and audit are seen as both quality control and quality improvement mechanisms. The audit is a quality control mechanism in that registrants are sampled to check compliance with the standards. The standards are based on outcomes with a focus on benefits to service users and therefore are a mechanism for quality improvement.

The outcome of a failure to meet the standards is administrative removal from the Register.

Future analysis of the outcomes of the CPD audits will help in the development of risk indicators for the regulated professions.

4.1.4 Returners to practice

Health professionals seeking readmission to the Register who have been out of practice must undertake an updating period of 30 days for between two and five years out of practice and 60 days for five or more years out of practice.

The updating period can consist of private study, formal study and supervised practice and has to be countersigned by a registrant from the same part of the Register who has been in registered practice for three years or more.

The returners to practice requirements are primarily a quality control mechanism aimed at mitigating the potential risks involved in returning to practise after a break, demonstrating that the returner is up to date and supporting fitness to practise. The returners to practice requirements are threshold requirements which may be exceeded by the requirements of others, such as employers.

³ HPC Education and Training Committee Meeting, 26 March 2008 [www.hpc-uk.org/assets/documents/10002168education_and_training_committee_20080326_enclosure09.pdf].
4.1.5 Fitness to practise

The fitness to practise process is the way in which the HPC can consider complaints against registrants. (Complaints via our fitness to practise process are referred to in our legislation as ‘allegations’).

If a panel finds that a registrant’s fitness to practise is impaired, they have a range of sanctions available in order to protect members of the public including cautioning a registrant, making their registration subject to conditions, suspending their registration or striking them off the Register.

The fitness to practise process is a quality control mechanism and relies on a system of exception reporting. In 2007–08, 0.24 per cent of registrants were subject to a complaint (see section 6.1).

4.1.6 Conclusions

The processes described above and on the previous page should not be considered in isolation, and should be seen instead within the context of other activities undertaken by the HPC which help to contribute towards continuing fitness to practise.

For example, the HPC’s role in approving education and training programmes is focused on ensuring that appropriate standards are met, which will equip future registrants for lifelong continuing fitness to practise. In addition, the work of regulators (and other organisations) in providing guidance to registrants can be seen as making a positive contribution towards continuing fitness to practise and might be linked to improved outcomes. Philip Hampton concluded in ‘Reducing Administrative Burdens: Effective inspection and enforcement’ that ‘better advice leads to better regulatory outcomes’.4

There is no evidence to suggest that the processes outlined above are ineffective in achieving quality control and promoting quality improvement amongst registrants.

Considering each of these processes in isolation, we could conclude that whilst they do contribute towards continuing fitness to practise, they do not represent a positive affirmation of fitness to practise in the sense of a regular or periodic, external assessment of each registrant against standards of conduct and competence at a given point in time. For example, the CPD and returners to practice processes have no direct or explicit link to standards of conduct or competence.

However, considering these processes together, in light of the wider environment in which these processes operate and our assessment of the risk profile for the professions regulated by the HPC, we conclude that these processes are appropriate and sufficient.

4.2 National and local mechanisms

A number of different mechanisms outside of the regulation of healthcare professionals that may be relevant to the continuing fitness to practise of registrants have been considered.

In this section, a small number of those mechanisms are described in more detail. This is not intended as an exhaustive list or as a comprehensive exploration of the different mechanisms considered by the group but is intended to summarise and illustrate the interplay between such national and local mechanisms and regulation.

Where relevant, specific examples are given which are relevant to the professions regulated by the HPC. However, it is acknowledged that many of these mechanisms that exist also exist for other professions. Equally, some of the mechanisms described may not be applicable to some professions or indeed to all registrants.

---

Table 1 lists and compares some of the models examined. This is not intended as an exhaustive list, but it does illustrate the wide range of mechanisms which contribute to practitioners’ continuing fitness to practice.

**Table 1 – National and local mechanisms**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual mechanism</th>
<th>Employer</th>
<th>Professional body</th>
<th>Institutional</th>
<th>Regulatory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinical supervision and peer review</td>
<td>Annual appraisal / KSF</td>
<td>Accreditation schemes</td>
<td>Professional indemnity insurance</td>
<td>Ombudsman’s offices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-certification</td>
<td>Clinical governance</td>
<td>CPD support</td>
<td>National Patient Safety Agency (NPSA)</td>
<td>Service regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPD activity</td>
<td>Risk management</td>
<td>Mentoring schemes</td>
<td>Quality Assurance Agency (QAA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Further training &amp; research</td>
<td>Mentoring schemes</td>
<td>Specific Interest Groups / professional networking schemes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Support for CPD activities

Six models are described in more detail as follows.

**4.2.1 Recertification**

Recertification is one mechanism used to assess continuing fitness to practise on an individual level. The only profession regulated by the HPC currently using recertification is the paramedic profession. Some National Health Service (NHS) Ambulance Trusts require paramedics to undertake training and assessment in order to demonstrate their continuing competence. This model is employer led without the involvement of the statutory regulator. The exact format of recertification varies between NHS Trusts, however, it can include:

- a period of observed practice to identify personal development needs;
- a short period of CPD courses (around five days) including training in areas and competencies key to paramedic practice; and
- assessment of those areas against relevant standards.

If recertification is failed, the practitioner may be required to spend time in supervised practice, sometimes at a lower grade, and remedial training is offered.
This model is noteworthy because it involves periodic assessment, usually against threshold standards. It is also the model amongst the HPC regulated professions which most closely approximates revalidation as defined in the White Paper, albeit employer-led. The outcome is a pass or fail with remediation for those who fail.

In practice, this form of ‘revalidation’ has a number of difficulties. First, it is not always delivered because of financial constraints; second, the standard varies between employers; and third, the focus on previously learnt information may mean that there is not a direct relationship with fitness to practise. Despite having this system in place, HPC fitness to practise data indicates that paramedics account for the largest proportion of complaints and that conduct is more frequently a problem than competence (please see section 6.1).

4.2.2 Annual Development Review

There are many well established annual review processes used by professionals working in the NHS and the independent sector. In the NHS, annual development review is conducted using the Knowledge and Skills Framework (KSF). The KSF is a tool which is focused on defining and describing the knowledge and skills that NHS staff need to apply to deliver quality services within a defined role.

The KSF consists of 30 dimensions that identify the functions required by the NHS to provide a good quality service. Six of the dimensions are core dimensions describing core areas such as communication, with the remainder covering knowledge and skills which are specific to some (though not all) jobs in the NHS. These core dimensions have been mapped by the KSF Group of the NHS Staff Council against the HPC standards of proficiency and standards of conduct, performance and ethics.

The KSF is used to develop an outline for each post (so that the skills and knowledge required are clear) and is used as the basis of reviewing the performance of staff. It is concerned with developing staff within their role, and incorporates CPD.

The White Paper recommended that, for those registrants working within the NHS, information gained during the KSF performance review process should form the basis of revalidation, with employers providing evidence to regulators.

The following observations about the KSF can be made:

- The KSF was developed in partnership with staff as a developmental tool and was not intended as a tool for revalidation.
- The KSF would apply to a significant number of registrants working within the NHS but not those who worked in other managed environments or who are in private practice.
- The KSF might potentially contribute evidence for revalidation.
- The KSF was still being implemented by some organisations within the NHS and as such is not yet ready to contribute towards revalidation in some areas.

Appendix 2 gives an example of good practice in the implementation of the KSF.

The KSF Group of the NHS Staff Council has been commissioned to undertake work with regulators, employers (both within and outside the NHS) and others to explore the potential for the use of the KSF in a revalidation process. This work is due to conclude in December 2008.

4.2.3 Peer review and clinical supervision

‘Peer review’ is an activity that supports the continuing fitness to practise of registrants by providing an opportunity for the discussion and review of practice by peers.
Arrangements for peer review, including models and approaches to this activity, may vary between professions. How such activity is funded, resourced or supported by employers may additionally vary.

For many of the professions registered by the HPC supervision (sometimes referred to as clinical supervision) is seen as an important part of practice. Supervision, including peer supervision, mentoring, reflection-on-practice and case review offers many opportunities for assessment of practice, learning and development by the practitioner or by colleagues and managers. The process results in improved learning, practice delivery and communication and produces evidence to support the HPC’s CPD standards and audit.

In the arts therapy professions (art, music and drama therapy), as in the other therapy and psychotherapy professions, clinical supervision is embedded in the profession’s ethos of good practice.

Such supervision provides a forum in which the therapeutic relationship between client and practitioner can be monitored via discussion with another colleague. Supervision in the arts therapies is profession led and supported by employers but is not a specific regulatory requirement for ongoing registration.

In midwifery, there is a system of statutory supervision which is similarly a peer-oriented process aimed at identifying any problems and acting quickly to remedy them in a supportive manner.

### 4.2.4 Clinical governance

Similar to annual development review, clinical governance is a well-established local mechanism for assuring quality amongst teams of professionals. The principles of multi-disciplinary clinical audit have been developed into a general framework for clinical governance and accountability of NHS Trusts and strategic health authorities. The framework encompasses a range of quality improvement initiatives, such as clinical audit, improving clinical effectiveness, supporting the implementation of evidence based practice and improving record keeping. The focus is on locally driven initiatives with local ownership by individual practitioners, teams and managers.

In England, such local arrangements are supported by clinical governance teams. The ‘Standards for Better Health’, by which the Healthcare Commission in England assesses both public and private sector facilities, require that ‘health care organisations work together to ensure that... the principles of clinical governance are underpinning the work of every clinical team and every clinical service’. Although the application of clinical governance may vary across the UK, there is widespread commitment across the four NHS systems to the principle of quality improvement and the need for all staff to take responsibility for their part in its implementation at local level.

### 4.2.5 Public Services Ombudsman

Another example of an external control on quality is the Public Services Ombudsman. In each of the four UK countries, a Ombudsman has a role in reviewing complaints about public bodies including the NHS.

---


A complainant who is dissatisfied with the response of a public body to a complaint can ask the Ombudsman to review their complaint. If the Ombudsman upholds a complaint, it can order the public body to resolve the situation.

The Ombudsman therefore has a proactive role in quality improvement. The Ombudsman encourages public bodies to review procedures regularly to ensure they are effective, ask for feedback to improve services and learn lessons from complaints. The Ombudsman often makes recommendations which lead to direct changes in the policies or procedures of public bodies.

4.2.6 Institutional inspection

Inspection and assessment of organisations which deliver health or social care can be seen as both a quality control and quality improvement mechanism. A number of organisations undertake this function including the Healthcare Commission in England, Healthcare Inspectorate Wales, NHS Quality Improvement Scotland and the Regulation and Quality Improvement Authority in Northern Ireland. A number of similar organisations also carry out an inspection role in the social services sector.

The role of these organisations is focused on the quality of service delivery at an organisational level. These organisations are involved in assessing the performance of healthcare providers against clear standards and disseminating good practice to assure patient safety.

4.2.7 Conclusions

The mechanisms outlined vary as to their focus and aims, but have overlapping purposes. In many cases HPC registrants will participate in, have contact with or will be influenced in some way by the mechanisms described.

However, it is acknowledged that some of these models may not apply to registrants who do not work within managed environments.

In the existing professions regulated by the HPC, a number of the models outlined are voluntary and dependent upon professional buy-in, or are required by an employer. The model is led by the profession and/or employer and not by a professional regulator.

However, they collectively contribute to the continuing fitness to practise of registrants. Professional regulation is therefore but one part of the whole; and quality improvement and quality control are subject to a number of interlocking checks and balances. Figure 2 below illustrates this point.

Figure 2 – Professional regulation as part of the quality and safety agenda

4.3 International mechanisms for assuring continuing fitness to practise

Regulatory mechanisms in place in Canada, the United States of America, Australia and Europe that are focused on continued registration were also considered as part of this work.

Table 2 overleaf provides a comparative summary of some of the different models. Three models considered are described below.

---

Table 2 – Summary of features of different systems used worldwide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Self – certification</th>
<th>Continuing Professional Development</th>
<th>Portfolio / tools</th>
<th>Periodic assessment</th>
<th>Remediation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physiotherapists</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ontario, Canada)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupational Therapists</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ontario, Canada)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Therapists</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Alberta, Canada)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physicians and Surgeons</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ontario, Canada)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctors (Ohio, US)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician Assistants</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Certification, US)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Medical Technicians</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Certification, US)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupational Therapists</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(New Zealand)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurses (Tasmania, Australia)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIBIZ (Netherlands)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3.1 College of Physiotherapists of Ontario Quality Management Program

The College of Physiotherapists of Ontario (Canada), runs a ‘Quality Management Program’ (QMP) which consists of three stages:

1. Competency reflection and integration
   Registrants create and maintain a professional portfolio which contains information about their practice, CPD, and may include feedback from patients or colleagues. Compliance with this is not routinely checked; registrants have to sign a declaration to confirm that they meet the requirements when they renew their registration.

2. Competency assessment
   Each registrant is subject to an onsite assessment by a peer assessor every five to ten years. Registrants are expected to demonstrate competency within the role that they perform.

   If the College feels that there are concerns about the registrant’s practice, they may set conditions for the registrant to bring their knowledge, skills and judgement up to the required level.

3. Competency improvement
   This is a remediation stage to assist registrants with competency problems to meet the required standards. Registrants may participate as a result of competency assessment or as a result of a separate disciplinary investigation. Between 1997 and 2001, 1 per cent of registrants who participated in the program were required to complete a period of remediation.

The QMP is ring-fenced from the College’s fitness to practise process.

4.3.2 National Commission on Certification of Physician Assistants

The National Commission on Certification of Physician Assistants (NCCPA) runs a system of certification in the United States. Certification with NCCPA is one of the criteria to become a licensed physician assistant in each of the states. Graduates from accredited courses undertake an exam, and, if successful, achieve certification.

Recertification happens in six yearly cycles. Every two years, 100 hours of continuing medical education must be undertaken, logged and a renewal fee paid. By the end of the sixth year, a recertification exam must also be passed which covers general medical and surgical knowledge. However, not all state boards require recertification for licence renewal.

4.3.3 Healthcare Providers Registration and Information

In the Netherlands, ‘Healthcare Providers Registration and Information’ or ‘RIBIZ’ holds a register of over 350,000 health professionals.

In 2009, RIBIZ plans to introduce re-registration requirements for nurses, midwives and physiotherapists. At present, a registrant can remain on the Dutch Register indefinitely.

Registrants in these professions will have to demonstrate that they have practised the equivalent of one working day a week during the last four to five year period, or else undergo additional training which RIBIZ will prescribe. RIBIZ believes that these changes will ensure that their Register is a measure of the competence of healthcare professionals in the Netherlands but this has yet to be piloted and evaluated.

4.3.4 Conclusions

There are a number of features common between some, if not all, of the different international models studied. These include self-certification against standards, compulsory
CPD, the structured identification of learning needs, periodic assessment of competency and remediation.

The approach in Ontario around periodic assessment of practitioners is noteworthy in terms of its approach to risk. The Ontario model is characterised by a ‘funnel’, in that the proportion of registrants involved decreases greatly at each stage, as the thoroughness of the check increases. This approach targets most resources (i.e. in the remediation stage) at those registrants where performance difficulties have been identified. The Ontario Model is in line with the approach taken by the National Clinical Assessment Service (NCAS) in the UK, and other medical programmes for poorly performing doctors worldwide.8

Many of the models studied use a ‘structured’ or ‘enhanced’ CPD approach. Compulsory CPD requirements are supported by tools registrants can use to identify and reflect on their learning needs and structure CPD to meet those needs.

The costs and resources involved in developing and administering many of the models are likely to be substantial. Many of these models exist in a uni-professional regulatory environment and there are differences between the physical and financial environment in which the professions involved practise compared with the UK. Those regulators who use a regular performance assessment approach are also far smaller in terms of registrant numbers compared to the HPC.

4.4. UK revalidation

The revalidation systems currently in development by the General Dental Council (GDC) and General Medical Council (GMC) are briefly summarised as follows.

4.4.1 General Dental Council

The GDC has concluded that there is insufficient evidence at this time in order to establish groups of registrants for revalidation who carry more risk than others – ‘static group risks’. Instead, the GDC propose to approach revalidation in terms of ‘static individual risk’ – i.e. the risk the individual registrant may pose owing to previous fitness to practise action or future non-compliance with revalidation.

The GDC have developed a three step model. Step one is an all registrant sift where all registrants submit information. Step two is peer assessment in practice of those about whom potential problems have been identified. Step three is an in depth assessment of those registrants about whom concern still remains. The assessment would take place against standards and information drawn from appraisal might form one of the pieces of evidence submitted by a registrant. The fine detail of each stage is currently under development. It is intended that the outcome for those who fail to participate in or who fail the stages of the revalidation process will be administrative erasure.

4.4.2 General Medical Council

The GMC’s proposals are currently undergoing further development and piloting. They consist of two stages.

1. Relicensing of basic medical registration

This would require a portfolio of evidence (e.g. clinical audit, prescribing data, multi-source feedback and appraisal) collected against standards from the GMC’s Good Medical Practice.

---

Responsible officers in the local area would be asked to review the portfolio and affirm the Doctor's fitness to practise.

2. Recertification of specialism

Standards would be set by the relevant Royal Colleges and specialist associations and approved by the GMC. Evidence for recertification would include appraisal, audit and patient feedback.

4.4.3 Conclusions

The proposed General Dental Council model applies the principle of risk and proportionality to the process itself – the thoroughness of the check increases as registrants progress through the stages (please see section 6).

The proposed General Medical Council model is noteworthy in incorporating multi-source feedback into the process and it is useful to consider whether such an approach would be meaningful and add benefit in the context of the professions regulated by the HPC (please see section 9).

The costs of these proposed models have not yet been fully assessed but have the potential to be significant. Any HPC approach to revalidation would need to be based on a thorough cost analysis, compared to an analysis of the demonstrable benefits of additional regulation (please see section 7).
The White Paper states that: ‘Revalidation is necessary for all health professionals, but its intensity and frequency needs to be proportionate to the risks inherent in the work in which each practitioner is involved.’ (paragraph 2.29)

We have considered whether there is evidence of risks of harm to public safety amongst the professions regulated by the HPC that are not sufficiently mitigated by existing mechanisms and which therefore might indicate some kind of additional regulation is necessary.

The White Paper included a table which highlighted some areas which might indicate whether a registrant was higher or lower risk (Appendix 3). The following observations can be made:

– The areas have some intuitive basis but such assumptions would need to be supported by clear evidence related to the professions regulated by the HPC;

– The table suggests a homogeneity of practice environment which may not always exist within some settings;

– The table is not exhaustive – other factors such as age and gender are also known to be important; and

– There are potentially a number of logistical obstacles to any risk based approach – particularly around the logistical difficulty of capturing reliable information about the practice of registrants and the possible impact upon areas of practice considered ‘high risk’.

Furthermore, risk in the context of health care arises not only from risks associated with poor performance (i.e. harm resulting from shortcomings in competence), it also arises from human errors (i.e. wrong diagnosis of serious diseases) and organisational dysfunction or error to leading system failures in care (i.e. deaths due to infection in hospital).9

Taking a risk based approach is both complex and challenging without evidence to guide the parameters that might be used to calculate risk of harm to service users.

This section is sub-divided into three areas:

– Fitness to practise;

– System risks; and

– Professionalism.

5.1. Fitness to practise

The group considered data from the fitness to practise process as evidence of risk indicators amongst the professions regulated by the HPC (as well as evidence which might support a rationale for revalidation).

This section compares the proportion of complaints received in particular areas, against other information available from the Register. In 2007–08, 422 complaints were received about registrants. As the number of complaints is statistically small relative to the HPC Register as a whole, the numbers involved in the proportions described is correspondingly small.

5.1.1 Data on overall trends

In 2007–08, 0.24 per cent of registrants were subject to a complaint via our fitness to practise process. This figure was 0.18 per cent in 2006–07.10

In 2006–07, 10 per cent of complaints considered were purely about lack of competence, compared with 88 per cent which had a conduct element. (Of these, 13 per cent were about convictions and cautions.)

---


In 2007–08 misconduct cases considered including making false statements on a CV; drug misuse; inappropriate relationships with patients; and fraudulent use of employer property.

Lack of competence cases often concerned a prolonged failure to meet the required standards of proficiency. Issues considered included failures in assessment, treatment and follow-up care.

In 2007–08, less than 1 per cent of complaints were about the physical or mental health of the registrant.

Taken together, these trends indicate that conduct more than competence is the predominant ‘risk’ in terms of public protection and safety for the professions regulated by the HPC.

The number of complaints as a proportion of registrants considered by the HPC seems lower compared to those of other regulators. In 2006–07, the HPC received 1.8 complaints per 1000 registrants, the lowest of the nine regulators of healthcare professionals. Whilst these figures could partly be accounted for by differences in the processes of the regulators, and in public awareness of their role and the professions they regulate, they potentially suggest that the professions regulated by the HPC are of ‘lower risk’ than others.

This is supported by other evidence. A recent report from the Information Centre for Health and Social Care (2007) revealed that 60 per cent of complaints in the National Health Service (NHS) related to nursing and medical staff, compared to 5 per cent for ‘professions allied to medicine’. The HPC’s fitness to practise process does not exist in isolation but exists in an environment which includes complaints mechanisms operated by employers and other organisations. These mechanisms often have a different purpose, for example, focusing on matters more related to service delivery or handling complaints at a local level which would not normally justify regulatory action.

We are unable to quantify the extent to which, if at all, matters that should be dealt with at a professional regulatory level fail to be brought to the attention of the regulator. However, this is a common potential issue across all the regulators of health professionals and the available data does still indicate that the professions regulated by the HPC are overall of ‘lower risk’ compared to others.

5.1.2 Complaints by profession

Analysis of fitness to practise data by profession reveals that there is some variation in the proportion of complaints received by profession (please see figure three overleaf).

In 2007–08, the rate of complaints was higher for arts therapists, chiropodists / podiatrists, operating department practitioners, paramedics and prosthetists and orthotists than would be expected by the proportion of these professions on the Register. In 2006–07, this trend was the same for chiropodists / podiatrists, operating department practitioners and paramedics.

In 2006–07 and 2007–08, paramedics accounted for the largest proportion of complaints. In 2007–08, paramedics accounted for 22 per cent of complaints but made up 8 per cent of the total number of registrants. This was consistent with trends in previous years.

This trend may be due to a number of factors.

---


It may reflect the nature of paramedic practice in that paramedics have direct contact with members of the public and are therefore more likely to be subject to complaint, compared to some of the other professions, such as biomedical scientists, who typically have little or no direct contact. It might also be linked to the invasive nature of some procedures undertaken by paramedics and a practice environment which typically includes working outside of the hospital environment, dealing with situations which may be unpredictable and may involve some lone working.

As with all cases overall, most cases about paramedics concerned conduct rather than competence issues.

Figure 3 – Allegations by profession, compared to the proportion of registrants on the Register
5.1.3 Complaints by route to registration

Figure 4 – Allegations by route to registration, compared to the proportion of registrants on the Register

An analysis of complaints by route to registration indicates that there is a correlation between the percentage of registrants who entered the Register via a particular route and the route to registration of those subject to a complaint.

There are three ways of gaining registration, which we refer to as ‘routes to registration’:

1. **UK approved course**
   This refers to individuals who register having successfully completed a programme delivered in the UK that we approve.

2. **International**
   This refers to individuals who have completed education and training outside of the UK who apply for registration via the international route to registration.

3. **Grandparenting**
   Normally, when the HPC regulates a new profession there will be a time-limited ‘Grandparenting’ period.

   The Grandparenting period allows people who have previously been practising the profession but who could not become voluntarily registered to apply for registration, provided that they can meet certain criteria.

   There is no significant difference between complaints compared to the way in which those individuals complained about were registered. For example, 89 per cent of our Register is made up of individuals who registered having completed an approved course, and 88 per cent of complaints received in 2007 – 08 were about registrants from this route to registration.

   We can conclude therefore that there is no significant difference in risk between registrants on the basis of their registration background.

5.1.4 Complaints by gender

In contrast, the data suggests that gender is a factor in any assessment of the risk of registrants. Male registrants are more likely than their female counterparts to be subject to a complaint (please see figures 5 and 6 overleaf).

In 2007 – 08, women accounted for 76 per cent of the total number of registrants and men 24 per cent. However, 57 per cent of complaints were about men and in every profession the proportion of complaints about men was higher than the proportion of males in that profession.
This trend is particularly marked amongst operating department practitioners, where 79 per cent of complaints were about male registrants, compared to 38 per cent of male registrants in this profession.

Evidence from the medical profession has also indicated that gender might be an important factor in fitness to practice. One US study found that male doctors were three times more likely to be subject to malpractice claims than their female counterparts.¹³

In the UK, Firth-Cozens observed that conduct and drug dependency concerns about doctors are also predominantly about male doctors. She suggests that women’s communication skills and emotional intelligence ‘may make them forge better relationships with patients and make them less likely to be the subject of complaints’.¹⁴

Figure 5 – Proportion of allegations against female registrants, compared to the proportion of females on the Register

---


5.1.5 Complaints by age

An analysis of data against age range reveals that certain age groups are more likely to be subject to a complaint than might be expected by the proportion of registrants in that age group (Please see Figure 7 overleaf).

In 2007–08, registrants between the ages of 40 and 59 were disproportionately subject to more complaints. This trend was most marked in the 45-49 age group, which accounted for 20 per cent of complaints but only 14 per cent of the whole Register.

Registrants between 20 and 39 were proportionately subject to fewer complaints and no complaints were received about registrants aged 65 or over.

This data seems to suggest that there may be some correlation between the age of a registrant and their risk of complaint. This is supported by evidence in the medical profession. For example, an analysis of data from referrals to the National Clinical Assessment Service (NCAS) revealed that the rate of referral to NCAS increases with age.\(^{15}\)

\(^{15}\) National Clinical Assessment Service, Analysis of the first four years referral data, (July 2006).
5.1.6 Complaints by practice environment

Collection of data relating to the practice environment of registrants subject to a complaint has recently begun. The HPC Fitness to Practise Department now classifies complaints by where the matters alleged occurred under the following headings:

- NHS Hospital;
- Other public sector place of employment;
- Patient home;
- Private clinic;
- Private hospital;
- Not during work; and
- Other

Therefore, at this time, there is a lack of available quantitative evidence in order to assess whether different environments (ie independent practice compared to managed environments) pose more risk than others.

It is worth noting here that the biggest complainant group remains employers, accounting for 50 per cent of complaints in 2006–07 and 40 per cent of complaints in 2007–08.

5.1.7 Conclusions

The vast majority of registrants never have any contact with the fitness to practise process and hence the numbers involved are small relative to numbers on the Register. However, analysis of the data does identify some interesting trends.

The majority of cases concern conduct or have a conduct element to them, suggesting that conduct is a higher area of risk or more frequently a ‘problem’ than competence. Conduct is associated with the attitudes and values which influence future behaviour – intangible aspects of practice which are difficult to identify and measure. Therefore, it may be difficult to revalidate conduct in any meaningful way and it is unlikely that a revalidation process would prevent poor conduct occurring.
This poses the question whether additional regulation focused on competence (which is far easier to identify and measure in concrete terms) would be properly focused on the area of greatest risk.

Given the limited information available, it is not be possible at this time to revalidate on the basis of risk – in the sense of treating registrants differently dependent upon using a pre-determined assessment of the risk that their practice attracts.

The data indicates that the professions regulated by the HPC overall are of lower risk compared to other regulators. However, the data did reveal that some professions may be of ‘higher risk’ than others and further work in this area is warranted.

5.2 Systemic risks

The group also explored the risks arising from mechanisms and environments which have an impact upon patient safety.

The National Patient Safety Agency (NPSA) has examined studies into patient safety incidents and concluded that: ‘…the best way of reducing error rates is to target the underlying mechanisms failures, rather than take action against individual members of staff.’ The NPSA’s ‘seven steps to patient safety’ reveal risks which occur at an organisational or system level and which can be tackled and mitigated at that level.16 These risks are often cultural in nature and concern communication, leadership and the empowerment of staff to identify, report and tackle safety problems.

The work of the organisations involved in institutional inspection are similarly focused on service / mechanisms and quality improvement.

The clinical governance agenda within the NHS is also about mitigating risk and ensuring patient safety (please see section 5.2, paragraphs 58 and 59).

The risks associated with individual practitioners are only one part of a picture which includes risks associated with mechanisms and organisational culture. This raises the question of whether revalidating the individual practitioner is properly focused on the area of greatest risk.

5.3 Professionalism

The HPC’s own fitness to practise data indicates that conduct or professional behaviour is more frequently a problem than competence. This raises questions about the nature of any proposed new system for revalidation.

The definitions of revalidation put forward so far often refer to ‘fitness to practise’. Fitness to practise is more than just technical ability and is defined as the combination of conduct, competence, health and character necessary to practise safely and effectively.17 This raises the question of the ability of any revalidation process to positively revalidate ‘conduct’, ‘character’ or ‘professionalism’, despite our assessment of risk.

Work undertaken in the medical profession on the issue of professionalism may provide us with a way forward. The Royal College of Physicians and the King’s Fund have defined this more intangible aspect of practice as ‘a set of values, behaviours, and relationships that underpins the trust the public has in doctors.’18 Such a definition might be extended to other health professionals. Professionalism is clearly linked to public trust, and this is consistent with research undertaken into the views and expectations of members of

---


the public (please see section eight).

Research undertaken in the United States has revealed that doctors who had identified concerns about their professionalism whilst students were more likely to be subsequently disciplined by their state medical board once qualified than those without any such concerns.

One study considered whether disciplinary action taken against licensees by the State Medical Board could be predicted in the behaviour of these doctors whilst medical students. A professionalism measure identified that poor reliability and responsibility, lack of self improvement and adaptability and poor initiative and motivation were the domains which predicted future disciplinary action. Of the disciplinary actions subsequently taken by the State Medical Board, 95 per cent were for deficiencies in professionalism.19

Another study found that admissions material did not predict professional behaviour in later years, only academic achievement. Instead, this study suggested that it was possible to identify ‘context bound’ and ‘concrete’ areas which could predict future behaviour, and which were more helpful than more generic expressions of what is meant by professionalism and professional behaviour. For example, the study found that medical students’ failures to complete evaluations and failures to comply with immunisation requirements were specific predictors of later poor performance.20 In the UK, there is a broad consensus that attention needs to be given to both selecting applicants who demonstrate professional behaviours and teaching and assessing professionalism during medical training.

In some US medical schools, these measures of professionalism are now used as part of the overall monitoring of student development.

The findings from these studies are helpful in that they suggest that it might be possible to specifically identify the areas which predict future professional behaviour. We have previously identified the difficulty of ‘revalidating’ conduct; instead such an approach would seek to measure aspects of professional behaviour and ongoing conduct from an early stage.

If such findings were extended to the professions regulated by the HPC, they might suggest that more regulatory effort should be focused on promoting understanding of professionalism in pre-registration education and training, as this is the area which is most likely to predict future professional behaviour.

However, no such research exists in the professions regulated by the HPC. We found no comparable studies of our professions and a recent independent literature review found a lack of evidence generally about complaints against non-medical healthcare professionals.21 This is an area where further investigation would be beneficial.

---


An analysis of the likely cost and resource implications of any form of additional regulation is important in our discussion of revalidation.

The assessment of the likely costs of revalidation is hampered by limited information around the costs of existing models.

However, the limited available information does help us develop a picture of the likely costs involved.

### 6.1 Costs of other HPC assessment processes

The group considered the costs of two existing HPC processes.

1. **International registration assessment**
   
   Applicants for registration who qualified outside of the United Kingdom are assessed via a paper based process by two registration assessors.

   In 2006, an external auditing exercise put the costs of international application process, including assessment, administration costs and overheads at £354 per applicant.

2. **Continuing Professional Development**
   
   Registrants’ CPD profiles are assessed by two CPD assessors and a decision reached. The current audit is of 5 per cent of the Register but it is anticipated that this will drop to 2.5%. The estimated cost of assessing CPD profiles is £77.27 per profile – this figure includes fees, administrative costs and overheads but does not include development costs (i.e., standards development, literature, assessor training).

### 6.2 UK regulators

There was a lack of information about the costing of revalidation undertaken by other UK regulators of healthcare professionals. The costing of the models developed by the General Medical Council and General Dental Council is ongoing or is to be commenced shortly.

For reference, in 2001 the General Medical Council estimated the cost of their revalidation proposals (which have subsequently changed and are currently under development) as £7.85m per annum.²²

### 6.3 College of Physiotherapists of Ontario Quality Management Program

The College of Physiotherapists of Ontario provided a breakdown of the costs involved in their ‘Quality Management Program’ which included marketing, development and legal expenses as well as the direct costs of assessment (see section 5.3).

The direct costs of individual registrant assessment in the competency assessment stage, including assessor travel costs, were around CA$400 per assessment (around £200).

### 6.4 Hypothetical costs

Any costing of a revalidation process inevitably relies on key assumptions about the number of registrants, the frequency of revalidation and the mechanism of the revalidation process.

²² General Medical Council, Council papers and minutes, (May 2001), [www.gmc-uk.org/about/council/papers/2001_05.asp].
We considered whether a costing model could be developed to produce an indication of the hypothetical costs of various forms of revalidation. However, there are potentially a huge number of possible options for how revalidation might be delivered – ranging from making small changes to existing processes up to comprehensive individual assessment. The non-assessment related costs involved are also likely to be extensive including communications activity, standards development and evaluation. As such, it would be difficult to produce an estimate of hypothetical costs which would be meaningful and account for all these possibilities.

6.5 Wider costs

The White Paper indicated that the government would consider the impact revalidation would have on ‘diverting frontline staff from direct patient care’ and the ‘capacity of regulators and employers for each group’ (paragraph 2.38).

This highlights the wider costs in implementing any revalidation system. These wider costs include the question about whether regulatory time, finances and resources might be better focused on other areas, such as bringing new professions into statutory regulation, where this is warranted.

6.6 Conclusions

The costs of revalidation are potentially significant and would increase pressure on the level of the registration fee. However, there is a lack of information on which to quantify this conclusion in absolute terms.

However, any assessment of whether additional regulation was necessary would need to include a cost-benefit analysis and the outcome of this may vary enormously with the nature of any approach taken.

For example, a tokenistic approach to revalidation may well carry with it little cost but may achieve few demonstrable benefits and would do little to prevent risk.

The evaluation of any future piloting of a revalidation approach would need to include a comprehensive impact assessment including a thorough understanding of cost.
The role that patients and members of the public play in the revalidation debate was also considered.

Potential issues include differences in public awareness, public expectations and public involvement. These are explored below.

### 7.1 Public awareness

Research was undertaken as part of the review of the regulation of non-medical health professionals to gauge attitudes of members of the public to the regulation of professionals other than doctors.\(^{23}\) The research concluded that there was very little public understanding of the existing system of health regulation.

Ipsos MORI research commissioned by the HPC found that around one in seven UK residents had heard of the HPC. Awareness of the functions and purpose of professional regulation was also low, with 32 per cent of the general public unable to identify what the role of a regulator of health professionals might be at all.\(^{24}\)

### 7.2 Public expectations

The work on public expectations is less clear cut. On the one hand, the Department of Health commissioned research concluded that there was ‘strong public support for regular checks being carried out on non-medical healthcare professionals’.

In contrast, the Department of Health research also concluded that there was a high level of satisfaction with non-medical healthcare professionals – 88 per cent of research participants reported that they were satisfied with their last contact with a non-medical healthcare professional. Recent surveys of patient satisfaction by the Picker Institute and by the Healthcare Commission show that levels of satisfaction are rising, with a higher proportion of patients expressing satisfaction with their care than in previous years. One recent report revealed that non-medical primary care staff have consistently had the highest levels of trust and confidence amongst patients surveyed.\(^{25}\)

There is also a body of work exploring in more depth what the public expect from health professionals. Technical competence is certainly one expectation, but patients also say they want to be treated with respect, to be listened to and to have a clear explanation of their diagnosis and treatment options.\(^{26}\)

The characteristics highlighted as important for trust and confidence in non-medical healthcare professions in the Department of Health research were listening skills; giving the impression of caring / showing concern; taking the time to speak to patients; and giving personal treatment / treating patients as ‘humans’.

---

\(^{23}\) MORI (Commissioned by the Department of Health), *Attitudes to Regulation of Non-medical Healthcare Professionals*, (2005).

\(^{24}\) MORI (Commissioned by the Health Professions Council), *Health Professions Council – Public, Registrant and Stakeholder Views*, (2007).


7.3 Public involvement

Public involvement in developing and monitoring professional practice in healthcare is also a key influence on the current regulatory process, although public awareness of this is also likely to be limited.

At the HPC, lay council and committee members, lay panel members and patient groups as well as voluntary sector organisations are involved not only in the governance of the regulatory body itself, but also in the development and revision of standards, fitness to practise panels and in specific projects. The HPC also participates in the work of the Joint Regulators’ Patient Public Involvement (PPI) Group, which aims to promote patient involvement in the regulatory process. In some areas of education there has been a move toward service user involvement in the development and delivery of pre-registration education. These are all examples of public involvement which are less well known but are nevertheless a crucial aspect of quality control and quality improvement in regulation.

7.4 Conclusions

Research has shown that public awareness of the function of regulators is low and public expectations of the existing system differ from the reality. This, however, needs to be seen in the overall context of high levels of trust of health professionals and low levels of complaints against the professionals regulated by the HPC.

Any additional regulation must be meaningful and easy to communicate with members of the public. An approach which was tokenistic might have the effect of providing false reassurance to the public which would be counter-productive in terms of public safety and maintaining public trust and confidence.

It could further be argued that the current mechanisms are appropriate given the low risk profile of the professions regulated by the HPC (in light of the available information) and, if the public had more knowledge of the existing system and the rationale behind it, they would be reassured by it. The areas identified by the Department of Health are around so-called ‘soft skills’ – the more intangible aspects of practice that are inevitably more difficult to assess and which would be much more challenging to revalidate.

This certainly accords with evidence from the National Clinical Assessment Service which seems to indicate that the areas of concern and, we might conclude, risk, are around issues with communication, patient involvement and information exchange. Information about complaints made about the NHS also show that these are the prevalent areas of patient complaint. These ‘soft skills’ are, however, also some of the skills associated with ‘professionalism’ (please see section 6.2).

The CPD standards and audit process is partly focused on the benefits of registrants’ learning to those who use or are affected by their practice. However, service user feedback, which might be helpful in terms of providing feedback on ‘soft skills’, is not specifically integrated within the CPD standards or CPD process. Such tools are also a potential, structured way of achieving further public involvement in the regulatory processes.

This is an area where further investigation is indicated.

---

In this section, possible options for further work or enhancements to the HPC’s processes are discussed in the light of the analysis included in this report.

**8.1 Structured patient feedback**

A feedback tool or feedback tools could be useful in promoting the integration of feedback from service users and colleagues into the work of registrants and in achieving higher levels of public involvement in regulation.

This section refers to ‘structured patient feedback’ as a potential starting point for our exploration of the usefulness of such tools. However, it is acknowledged that many registrants do not work in roles with direct contact with patients and that accordingly, further ongoing work would be necessary.

Multi-source feedback from patients and colleagues is part of the General Medical Council’s revalidation proposals, and research and piloting has been undertaken to test the reliability and validity of assessment tools.

In 2006, a Picker Institute study concluded that patient questionnaires could be an effective way of testing the core qualities of a doctor’s performance, but that the quality of questionnaires could be variable and that further research was necessary.\(^\text{28}\)

Research commissioned by the General Medical Council to validate a patient and colleague assessment concluded that the proposed patient and colleague questionnaires do offer a ‘reliable basis for the assessment of professionalism’. The research further concluded: ‘If used in the revalidation of doctors’ registration, the questionnaires would be capable of discriminating a range of professional performance among doctors, and potentially identifying a minority whose practice should be subjected to further scrutiny.’\(^\text{29}\)

The self-certification and CPD processes largely rely on the trust placed in health professionals in assessing their own compliance with standards. A patient feedback measure could have the potential to provide structured, regular, external input and verification, which is currently missing from the existing HPC processes.

Research would be needed to validate the reliability of any tool in the context of the practice of the professions regulated by the HPC and the variety of different working contexts of registrants. Depending on the outcome of this research, further work would be necessary to consider how such a tool might be integrated within the HPC’s processes. For example, whether such a tool might provide a helpful way for registrants to reflect on their practice and identify their CPD needs as a result.

**8.2 Understanding poor conduct and professionalism**

The evidence of the models examined suggests that competence or performance is tackled directly by other mechanisms (e.g. clinical governance, supervision, accreditation) in a way that aspects of conduct may not be.

Our analysis has highlighted that conduct represents the main risk amongst the professions regulated by the HPC. As such, we need to explore this further and look at ways in which we can measure and monitor it more effectively.

In particular, a clearer understanding of the potential link between poor conduct during pre-registration education and training and

---


subsequent fitness to practise action would be helpful here in directing our efforts to the area of greatest risk.

A greater understanding of this area may also be useful when considering future work around the standards of conduct, performance and ethics (and any future guidance) and their role in the continued professionalism of registrants.

8.3 Data analysis

Analysis of fitness to practise data has been helpful in developing an assessment of the risk posed by the professions regulated by the HPC, and further analysis of data, particularly relating to practice environment, would be helpful.

Ongoing analysis of data will be helpful in terms of identifying trends, assessing the ongoing effectiveness of HPC’s processes and further developing our assessment of risk. In particular, analysis of the outcomes of the ongoing CPD audits is likely to be helpful in this regard.

Further consideration of data available elsewhere may also be helpful.
In line with the White Paper proposal that revalidation must be risk-based and proportionate, the HPC has taken an evidence-based approach to exploring what revalidation might mean for the professions it regulates.

Based on the evidence considered, we conclude that revalidation as described in the White Paper is not necessary at this time for the professions regulated by the HPC.

The existing system operated by the HPC is a successful one and overall there is a lack of evidence to suggest that the existing system is not working. The HPC system does not exist in a vacuum but is one part of an interlocking process of checks and balances which help to assure continuing fitness to practise. This system is not limited to service regulation but includes many other initiatives which are employer, profession or individual led and which exist without compulsion. This interlocking process involves the individual registrant, peers, employers, regulators, professional bodies, service users and others as a collective driver for continued fitness to practise.

All of these contribute to promoting a culture of accountability – where accountability to the regulator is just one aspect of good professional practice.

Any additional regulation must be clearly justified, balancing the costs of regulation against clear benefits. The costs of revalidation have the potential to be significant. The need for additional regulation and the benefits to public protection and public confidence are unclear at this time and it is important that we avoid an approach which is tokenistic in nature and fails to add value to the HPC’s existing processes.

Public awareness and understanding of the role of regulation is low, but trust in the non-medical healthcare professions is high. The research indicates that the areas of practice linked to trust and confidence are those that are linked to professionalism and which may be more difficult to directly and meaningfully revalidate. Any additional regulation must be meaningful and focused in the areas of greatest risk if it is to maintain already high levels of public trust and confidence.

The models of revalidation examined, in the UK and elsewhere, are not appropriate for use by the HPC at this time as they could not be justified by the available evidence. They could also not be easily applied across the professions regulated by the HPC and the diverse settings in which registrants work. However, the integration of patient feedback suggested in one of the developing models is identified as an area which merits further exploration and has the potential to achieve meaningful external input.

Analysis of fitness to practise data indicates a low overall risk profile for the professions regulated by the HPC and that conduct is much more frequently a concern than competence. We should therefore focus our efforts on professionalism and its constituents rather than on competence which is already being monitored through other means.

The HPC remains committed to an ongoing process of review in order to adapt to meet changing needs and challenges and to constantly improve the efficiency of its performance. A number of avenues for further work have been identified.

In light of the evidence presented, we recommend that further work should be undertaken before any additional layer of regulation is introduced for the professions regulated by the HPC.

A number of pieces of further work are indicated, to further develop our understanding of risk (see section 10).
At this stage we have concluded that further regulation in this area is not necessary for the professions regulated by the HPC. However, a number of areas for further exploration have been identified.

We recommend further investigation via a series of pilot projects.

- Analysis of fitness to practice data to explore correlations between age, location of practice and fitness to practice.

- Analysis of the outcomes of the CPD audits currently being conducted.

- A retrospective study to explore whether registrants from a particular profession who have undergone fitness to practise action are more likely to have been involved in disciplinary procedures or to demonstrate a poor record in professional behaviour during training.

- A prospective study piloting the use of a professionalism tool with education and training providers for two different professions and track the progress of students over five years.

- Depending on the outcome from these studies, a wider use of this tool in education and training programmes for other professions may be recommended.

- In parallel to the above recommendation, further explore the teaching of ‘professionalism’ on pre-registration programmes across the 13 professions and look at ways of promoting this further, for example, via the standards of education and training.

- A prospective study looking at the application of a patient feedback tool with a random sample of registrants and students.
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Working Smarter, not harder; bedding the Knowledge Skills Framework into practice

The Government’s proposals for the regulation of health professionals in the White Paper, Trust, Assurance and Safety (DoH 2007) were summarised in OT News (OTN June 2007 pg 27). Since then these have been taken forward and have been included within the Queens Speech. Representatives of NHS employers, professionals and unions are now looking at systems to implement this although details are as far as we understand not yet available. One of the proposals is that within the NHS in England, the Knowledge and Skills Framework (KSF) (DoH 2004) will form the basis of revalidation within Trusts. The implications if this becomes law are far-reaching and have shaped our approach to implementing the KSF locally within South West London & St. Georges Mental Health Trust. This article discusses our work so far and invites debate on the revalidation proposals and how occupational therapists are responding.

As an early implementer for Agenda for Change, the occupational therapy service has built up considerable experience linking the KSF with the College of Occupational Therapists and the Health Professions Council (HPC) requirements for continuing professional development (CPD). With the advent of the proposals in the White Paper, we decided to conduct a local audit of occupational therapists to monitor exactly how evidence of learning was currently being recorded.

In late 2006, the audit showed that although staff were aware of the expectations there was no consistency in the way in which they were evidencing their learning. They had developed portfolios containing either insufficient evidence or duplication of work, the majority of which had not been mapped, that is to say linked to either the KSF or HPC standards. There was a lot of anxiety and staff clearly identified the barriers to creating adequate portfolios as time, competing priorities and struggling with the language of the KSF.

To address these issues we developed an integrated, flexible and time efficient system to support staff in this process which was rolled out throughout the Trust through a series of local, practical workshops. Staff were given guidance on the logging and mapping of evidence against standards and were shown how to get the most out of individual pieces of work. The process of cross referencing evidence into a KSF record of progress was also included which facilitated the auditing of portfolios and formulation of personal development plans at development review. Everyone received a practical example of an integrated portfolio, the ‘Jigsaw Book’ illustrating a completed KSF record HPC and a CPD profile. The profile uses Agenda for Change language and fully acknowledges and integrates the KSF within it. We have also integrated preceptorship into the process that staff at all stages of their career use the same system. In parallel to this reflective practice and supervision skills training were commissioned for those staff who identified these as development needs. The time issue was highlighted by a joint statement from the nursing and the allied health professional bodies, including the COT (RCN 2007) and this has been integrated into our local supervision and CPD policies.

We shared our ideas with colleagues through the ‘Working Smarter Not Harder’ workshop at the 2007 COT Conference in Manchester and following this we have provided workshops for occupational therapists, allied health professionals and to a lesser extent nursing staff throughout the UK. As we have met with other staff it is clear that everyone is facing similar challenges to those we described locally. Individuals have KSF outlines but struggle to integrate CPD with KSF and

Appendix 2 – Implementing the NHS Knowledge and Skills Framework (KSF)
therefore we thought it would be helpful to share the results of our follow up audit. This suggested the use of the ‘Jigsaw Book’ and the ‘Working Smarter’ workshops is both appealing and achievable for staff. Although we have not obtained perfection, the graph illustrates the growth that has been achieved since the implementation of the new process. Most significant and positive has been the increase in the inclusion of evidence produced as part of people’s everyday practice in portfolios and the rise in the amount of evidence that is being mapped against KSF and HPC standards.

The learning that has been achieved since the beginning of our journey is the result of the willingness of therapy staff to pilot new ideas and work together to design systems that are ‘user friendly’. We feel that the evolution of this process has been timely as staff now feel better prepared for the CPD audit by the HPC in October 2009 but are aware that we must continue to invest time and support if we are to bed this into day to day practice.
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Jane Smith, OT training coordinator

Dr. Mary Morley, Director of Therapies

South West London & St. Georges Mental Health NHS Trust
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### Appendix 3 – Reproduced from Trust, Assurance and Safety – The Regulation of Health Professionals in the 21st Century

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Higher</th>
<th>Lower</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High level of responsibility for patient safety inherent in scope of practise</td>
<td>Low level of responsibility for patient safety inherent in scope of practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaders of clinical teams</td>
<td>Team members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People who practise outside managed environments such as a hospital or clinic</td>
<td>People who practise within such environments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People whose working environment is not subject to NHS standards of clinical governance</td>
<td>People whose working environment is subject to NHS standards of clinical governance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practitioners who are frequently alone with patients / clients (including in their homes)</td>
<td>Practitioners who do not work face to face with patients / clients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsupervised practitioners / posts</td>
<td>Supervised practitioners / posts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People in their first few years of registration (and possibly also their last few, according to some evidence)</td>
<td>Registrants in mid (or late?) career</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recent adverse finding by a regulator</td>
<td>Clean regulatory record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recent appraisals show concern about performance</td>
<td>Good performance record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People who are in current practice</td>
<td>People who are not practising (some regulators have proposed a scheme where non-practising registrants need not revalidate at all). Those who are not practising should not be required to revalidate as there is no risk to the public. This does however have implications for re-entry to the register.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People using invasive, high-risk interventions</td>
<td>People using lower-risk interventions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>